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From the 80s of 20th century, people have been interrupted by bubble economy. No 
matter in developed countries, such as American, Japanese, or in the neo-economy 
countries, such as South-east Asian countries, and even in the developing countries, for 
example China, stable economy systems are severely disturbed by bubble economy on 
aspects of employment, social wealth distribution and balance of payment when bubble 
economy developing and on aspects of real economy production after bubbles burst. 
During the 2-3 years post-millennium, the whole world was covered by the shadow of 
deflation.  
Although economists are not unfamiliar with bubbles in the economy, when facing 
bubble economy of so big scale, they are at a lose what to do because they are not well 
prepared ideologically or tactically: there is no agreements on the confirmation of 
bubble economy and on whether the monetary authority should react to bubble 
economy; they are constricted by value ideology when choosing instruments to handle 
bubbles. Loosing the best opportunity for action, they have to face the dilemma in real 
economy with shrinking wealth after the burst of bubble economy. With such 
background, this paper chooses the object of monetary policy in bubble economy, trying 
to study the optimal monetary policy in bubble economy under the framework of 
traditional economic theories.  
This paper focuses on pure theoretical study, composed of six parts: 
Chapter I, Case study of bubble economy. It introduces some facts of the bubble 
economies of America, Japanese and Thailand, such as wealth increasing, real product 
decreasing and trade deficit in the current account. 
Chapter II, Effects of bubbles on economy. After summarizes some theories about 
the effect of bubbles, such as wealth effect, Tobin Q effect and finance accelerator 
mechanism etc., further studies Bernanke’s finance accelerator theory conversely, bring 
forward the supposition of burst of bubble economy causing deflation.  
Chapter III, Whether monetary policy should interfere in bubbles. After the 














internationally hot spot of whether the monetary authority should react to bubbles, and 
simulates by model according to the now being situation of China, believes it is 
necessary to interfere in the bubbles for the monetary authority. 
Chapter IV, The optimal monetary policy in bubble economy. After the conclusion 
of interfering in bubbles, analyzes the optimal monetary policy in China under the 
direction of minimum welfare cost. Under the framework of Obstfeld & Rogoff (1995), 
first analyzes that the monetary authority should pay attention to money demand at 
nation-wide level rather than locally when there is no bubbles, then analyzes the case 
with bubble, getting the conclusions similar to those in Diamond model with bubbles, 
that is when bubble occurs, production decreases and consumption increases, there will 
be deficit in the current account, all agreeing with the real stories. This chapter also 
points out that to ensure the internal and external equilibria of the economy, only 
changes in money supply is not enough, there must also be changes in the foreign 
exchange rate.  
Chapter V, Discussion on the monetary policy rules in bubble economy. The effects 
of bubble economy become impulsion to traditional monetary policy rules. When it’s 
necessary to interfere in the bubbles, whether it will conflict with the traditional 
ideology about monetary policy becomes a problem must be solved. Under the 
framework of Barro and Gordon (1983), when virtual economy factors are added in, the 
analysis shows that it is not practicable any more to use money supply parameters to 
measure monetary policy; yet when bubble factors are adopted in the framework of 
Poole (1970), the results show that the effectiveness of monetary instruments blurs, 
some time we have to use the two instruments of money quantity and interest rate at the 
same time.  
Chapter VI, Analysis on the monetary policy cooperation under bubble economy. 
The paper believes that analyses in the past used the static state game theory method, 
getting the conclusion that cooperation has welfare gains than non-cooperation, but the 
method is no where near the reality. The paper believes if only the capital account is 














This paper, under the framework of traditional economic theories, does pure 
theoretical research work and makes some break through in applying theory to the 
reality of China. Yet there is an important shortcoming——the analyses are not under 
the same framework: Chapter II and III focus on finance accelerator theory; chapter IV 
uses the OR (1995) model, and chapter V takes on the approaches of Barro and Gordon 
(1983) and of Poole (1970). There is only one thing keeping them together——the 
bubble. 
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第一章  泡沫经济案例分析 
- 1 - 
第一章  泡沫经济案例分析 
经济运转过程中产生泡沫的历史可追溯很久，其载体、其影响也各不相同，
特别是泡沫的过度发展产生的泡沫经济更为可怕。1636 年到 1637 年的“郁金香狂
潮”使盛极一时的荷兰帝国走向了衰落；1719 年到 1720 年的法国密西西比泡沫和









本市场的研究。据统计，20 世纪 70 年代中期，美国、日本、英国和德国的信贷规
模平均为 GNP 的 47%，80 年代中期为 61%，90 年代中期达到 GDP 的 130%以上
（其中日本高达 300%）；这四国的证券市场规模在 70 年代平均为 GNP 的 79%，





第一节  美、日、泰三国泡沫经济 
一、日本的泡沫经济 
1、泡沫经济的兴起 
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